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1.	In 2010/11 the Welsh Government’s Information and Records Management engaged in a Digital Continuity Project. We engaged a research team from the University of Wales Newport (UWN) to conduct a Proof of Concept project. Guidance Software Inc has provided the eDiscovery software used by the research team. 

2.	The aim of the project was to find out what “unstructured  information” and records the Welsh Assembly held, where they were and to identify steps which could be put into place to ensure the digital continuity of unstructured information needed to do business and to dispose of information no longer needed. 

3.	In our presentation today, Stilianos and I will be telling how the project mined, categorised and classified (based on a pan-governmental vocabulary) a sample data set (information) from a heterogeneous large scale computer infrastructure and store/fuse the search results in a forensically sound manner while destroying the duplicates and without disrupting daily staff operations.

4.	Our “wish list of project success criteria was extensive and included the following:
	De-duplicate, classify and automatically extract digital records from a sample of data from Welsh Government’s servers. 
	Generate metadata 
	Allow Record Service staff to allocate and assign retention and disposal periods for groups of records with similar content classified by the software. 
	Extract and group records types together scheduled for disposal and generate disposal lists. 
	Extract digital records scheduled for long term retention together with their metadata in a format which would allow transfer to the Assembly Electronic Document and Record management System (iShare).
	Using a number of classification schemes work with keyword, dictionary and pattern based analysis. 
	Identify groups of information from the sample data set  (e.g. Education and skills » Post 16 » Further Education Student Financial Support » Individual Learning Accounts Wales (ILA)
	Identify the types of data
	Identify personal data
	Identify file extensions and other metadata
	Interrogate legacy file formats	
	Be compatible with Welsh Assembly Government file systems and storage methodologies
	Be compatible with Welsh Assembly Government technical infrastructure where required
	Be able to process the data provided in a timely fashion which would scale to the whole estate
	Prove to be safe secure and reliable, requiring minimal human intervention

Test Environment & Data 
5.	The original physical size of the test data is 217GB (809,919 objects from our Education Department’s shared drive and email vault. The duplicate data set has been loaded into a secure test environment for the project to test the software, methodology and classification systems. 


The Software – Guidance Software Inc Enterprise Resource Management System (ERMS)
6.	Any project of this type has to use specialized e-Discovery software to analyse the unstructured data, reduces it and produces a data model. 
The specialized e-Discovery software used by the project was Guidance Software Inc Enterprise Resource Management System (ERMS) to allow relationships between the data to be explored and refined. E-discovery is typically used in support of legal proceedings, but it has wider applicability in digital information management. Guidance Software Inc. made the software available to us free of charge for sole use of the “proof of concept” project. The University of Wales Newport have used the digital forensic software previously working with Gwent Police. Their IT skills were invaluable in the project. [Stilianos will demonstrate later….]










9.	That was the theory … however to make this real a classification system or systems and rules were needed to categorise and sort the data.






10.	I keep on referring to “unstructured data”. The term “unstructured data” is not particularly precise, but in this context it means information which is not classified or catalogued and therefore data that is difficult to deal with, usually because it has no data model or structure. 

11.	To overcome this, we have identified a number of “formal” and “informal” classification schemes to …
	User IT profiles (local WAG)
	Department for Children, Education, Lifelong Learning and Skills (DCELLS), organisational structure from 2006 to 2010. Earlier structures were not available (Local WAG)
	Integrated Public Sector Vocabulary (IPSV) 
	The US Library of Congress Classification (LCC)
	Dewey Decimal Classification
	Staff lists (Local – WAG)
	Email Suffixes  e.g. (CISD-KIMD) (Local – WAG)












i)	Phase 1 - Preparation Phase







	ii)	Phase 2: Metadata analysis Phase
This Phase involves the identification of metadata and the extraction of metadata associated with an object.







13.	As you all know metadata (the data about the data) could be:
	Descriptive: describes a resource and so it is easier to identify this resource. Fields for this purpose are author, keywords, etc.
	Structural: describes how two objects fit together (e.g. Order of chapters), this is the purpose of structural metadata.
	Administrative: all metadata, supporting rights management (e.g. creator) or digital archiving (e.g. version). 

Title	Education policy for GCSE students(The title of the document usually offers good clues as to what the document is about, but it does not necessarily mention all names of all subjects the user is interested in, and it may also presuppose knowledge the user does not actually possess.)
Creator/Author	PalmerM
Subject RDF, subject indicator	Mostly not captured for word documents.In the case of email – what ever appears in the subject line
Date	2011 04 04 (or whatever format the date was captured e.g.  dd/mm/yy)
Language	English
Format	pdf
Time it was created	e.g. 12h05
The last time the file was accessed	
The last time the file was modified	













Name Of Document: Case_After Deduplication\WAGdata (3)\172.33.5.196\TestSource\AT S\2. AREA INFORMATION\2008-09\2 CAERPHILLY\Area Statistics and Data\General Information\09 04 27 CAERPHILLY.docCompany: Welsh Assembly GovernmentTitle: CAERPHILLYSubject: Author: jenkinsp2Keywords: Comments: Last Saved By: jenkinsp2Template: NormalVersion: Microsoft Office WordRevision: 2Create Date: 27/Apr/2009 08:29:00AMLast Revision Date: 27/Apr/2009 08:29:00AMLast Print Date: Number of Pages: 1Number of Characters: 18555Number of Paragraphs: 43Number of Words: 3255Hash: 44A52071D71D4AD998C1F258DC475656

16.	However, it was enough additional information, using our knowledge of the business and Archival Selection and Appraisal skills to make an informed  decision on the “value” of the information and whether it should be kept or not.

17.	About 24% of the sample data did not have any metadata associated with the object. These were considered as residual at this point until some further analysis could assist their identification.  

iii) Phase 3: Data Extraction

The data extraction was the last phase before de-duplication and classification could commence.  

Structured Files
The files that have been classified in the previous phase need to verify their relationships within the ERMS. This is achieved initially by the classification by department< author<date and secondary by the mutual characteristics of a set of files.

Residual files




18.	The Welsh Assembly Government was aware that a potentially large number of emails in the Email Vault might be duplicate files. It was decided to use the software to identify duplicates – get % of duplicate emails in test sample data.  

19.	Data de-duplication is a data storage technique that eliminates redundant data, reducing storage needs and costs. In the de-duplication process, duplicate data files are deleted, leaving only a single copy of the data to be stored. Users access that single reference copy instead of using a local electronic copy of the document. For instance, an e-mail going to 100 recipients with a document attachment would refer all those users back to a single, shared copy. Everyone uses the same stored copy for all intents and purposes. 


Extract from Duplicates Sample Report
Name	File Type	Hash Value	Is Duplicate
Email - Ex RR (Accommodation Projects - Bedwas & Llanishen) 25.11.05.doc	Word Document	0000825ac5905e83afafcc358e0f66e6	No
fundraising-e.ppt	MS Powerpoint Template	0000aa88da34ad52454068c018a3f614	No
Pynciau ar gyfer 2010-11.doc	Word Document	0000bc852b2e5d94ba8008cd4f168264	No
BC003094.doc	Word Document	0000e8b199760bfe0512163355e4ea3e	No
Reply Slip (3).doc	Word Document	0000fdd3e72e5474379b86856b8e2ae0	Yes
Reply Slip.doc	Word Document	0000fdd3e72e5474379b86856b8e2ae0	Yes

20.	The achievement of the first phase facilitated the ability to demonstrate how many of the files were duplicates within the original sample, which equated to 35.88% of duplicate files within the system.

21.	The de-duplication process liberated  29.49% in volume, which not only increases efficiency, but provides more data storage and ultimately is more cost effective.

Classification






How did we classify:

23.	As mentioned previously, mostly administrative metadata were captured by the system. However, we were able to identify the department/company  and creator of every file, along with MAC times and dates. Through analysis of the metadata of the files, it has been possible to ascertain the following attributes within the metadata:
	Creation date
	Company name, that it actually corresponds to the department name in most cases
	Author’s name, that corresponds to the member of the staff that created the file.
	File name 

Name Of Document: \AT S\1. CONTACT DATABASES ALL BRANCHES\2008-09\PI  Branch South Wales AT Contact List Mail Merge Table Main.xlsCompany: NCETW Title: Subject: Author: linda.wilkesKeywords: Comments: Last Saved By: williamsd16Template: Version: Microsoft ExcelRevision: Create Date: 07/Jun/2006 08:59:35AMLast Revision Date: 18/May/2009 04:10:05PMLast Print Date: 11/Feb/2009 12:25:34PMNumber of Pages: 0Number of Characters: 0Number of Paragraphs: 0Number of Words: 0Hash: F81CF779D9A146A2ECF1A100728AE9CE

As you can see from the example, poor naming conventions were followed. However, good knowledge of the department helped to with object classification.

Poor naming conventions
25.	There has been a constraint regarding the filename as some file names are similar if not identical and the possible reason for this other than duplication is either the same file name from the several users or completely different files saved with only identical file names. 

26.	Other constraints that have hindered the process of classifying the data and are detailed as follows: 
	Multiple similar or identical fist names and or surnames
	A file creator might have worked for several departments during different periods of time
	The staff list, required to identify which member of staff authored a particular file, is available only from 2006-2010, which has constrained the level of comparison and more importantly identification that could be conducted. 

Zero/History files
27.	We kept zero or history files of various quality in the paper environment. 

All filing schemes should include a ‘zero file’ or ‘history file’.  This is a file which contains information (or metadata) about the filing scheme, including: its structure, dates of usage, and details of alterations and additions.  For large filing schemes, you may also need a zero file at lower levels of the hierarchy, for example at the series level, to record the development of these parts of the scheme.  When setting up files in the filing scheme, you should take care to distinguish between organisation-wide activities and services and local activities and services.  

Zero file or history file information was used to “decipher” the abbreviations and file titles. However, in some cases zero file information was not available or poorly captured. To overcome this, it was decided to use the current organisational structure to identify departments, divisions, branches and teams. Also the functions of the organisation and the department whose data was used by the project has not changed significantly since 2006.





28.	Due to limited or incomplete metadata related to each record, and staff records which only go back to 2006, it is only possible to classify between 70 - 75% of the records. There are a number of un-classified records which requires manual inspection. The manual inspection was not undertaken.






Findings/Results and lessons learned

Information Indexed
30.	The records have been indexed. Welsh language text (6.4% of the records) documents have been removed as out of scope and metadata created for the remainder.  

De-duplication
31.	A de-duplication programme has been run to identify duplicate records. The researchers have discovered that 32.326% of the records within the sample are duplicates. (261,816 out of 809,919 files). The duplicate files occupy 73.264GB of physical space. The original physical size of the test data is 217GB. This equates to a saving of 33.76% of physical space. This rises to 38% if folders are included.

32.	Siemens report that there are currently 56 servers of varying memory capacities involved in the storage of shared drive and email vault digital records. The servers have a total memory capacity of 40,140GB of which 29,520GB is in use. If the 38% duplicate rate is reflected in the live environment, de-duplicating the servers would save 10,838GB of memory or 21.3 servers. 

33.	If the project de-duplication methodology were to be applied to the live ICT environment there are a number of potential benefits. These include a reduction in the number of servers in use, lower electricity usage and a reduced carbon foot print.  In addition, data protection related risks would be reduced as duplicate copies are removed and destroyed.   

Need for good, if not better Archival appraisal skills
34	In the digital era information professionals must be familiar with the technology and be able to use technology to do their jobs more effectively. We needed sufficient understanding of the process to be able manage that process effectively and to ensure that programmers (on staff or contractors)
This might include familiarity systems design, because it makes it easier to articulate requirements. Technical skills were broadly defined, ranging from computer-related activities to more traditional archival functions of appraisal and selection. Clearly, no single person will possess equivalent expertise in all areas.


PART 2 - DEMONSTRATION








"The Future of Electronic Information and Records in the Public Sector conference"

1.	Proposed title of presentation: Digital continuity at the Welsh Assembly Government

2.	Abstract (description of the topic):
The Welsh Assembly Government’s Records Service has been working with the University of Wales, Newport and Guidance Software on a pilot digital continuity project which was intended to identify or “mine” information of value within our unstructured email vault and shared drives. The principle project activities involved the de-duplication and classification of a 217GB record sample in a test environment which contained approximately 800,000 digital objects. Existing retention and disposal protocols were applied to the classified records and any high value records identified were isolated to enable the transfer to alternative digital stores more suitable for long term preservation.

Collecting and analysing information from large scale heterogeneous computing infrastructure is a challenge with the following problems: Scale, Cost, Responsibility, Context, Irretrievability, and admissibility.  The application of the project methodology to Welsh Assembly Government digital data stores provides a possible solution to these problems. 




Preparation Phase

Metadata Analysis Phase

Data Extraction 
Phase

1.	File system
2.	E-mails

System
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